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L&G Mixed Investment Funds
MONTH IN FOCUS
THE HEADLINES
• US tech market shows signs of stress as investors
continue to rotate into “reopening stocks”…
• …US dollar weakens…
• …large losses experienced in cryptocurrencies – no
relevance to our portfolios, but interesting all the same.

MARKET OVERVIEW
May was a reasonably strong month for most risk assets in
local currency terms; however, a weak US dollar will have
eaten into the returns of non-US investors’ unhedged
exposures. In the US, inflation readings came in higher than
the already elevated expectations. This followed a US nonfarm
payrolls data print which was far below market expectations.
These developments left investors perplexed as they are
contradicting signals for growth and inflation. At least in part as
a result, there was much volatility in equity and bond markets
over the month. For instance, May was another difficult month
for US tech, with a 10% correction at one stage for the
NASDAQ index versus the S&P 500 index since its peak in
early February, its biggest relative fall of the past decade.
Japanese and Europe ex-UK equities gained in May, with
Europe stepping up the pace of vaccinations and Japanese
equities unwinding some previous weak performance.
Inflation-linked assets also experienced strong returns in May.
UK index-linked bonds led the way, and US Treasury inflationprotected securities (TIPS) also performed well. This was
likely due to the aforementioned inflation data. Perhaps
surprisingly, nominal government bond prices also crept
higher in May, suggesting that investors are already positioned
for a potential rise in nominal yields.

FUND PERFORMANCE REVIEW
The Mixed Investment Funds experienced positive returns in
May. The funds with more exposure to equities fared better
than the funds with more bond exposure, as economies
continuing to reopen was a key driver of strong equity returns.
We rebalanced our allocation to artificial intelligence stocks
after witnessing the recent selloff in the sector versus the
broad US market. We understand the main reason for the
selloff to be investors rotating into previously unloved sectors
such as financials and automobiles as the economic recovery
progresses. However, we believe the selloff was somewhat
excessive. The earnings outlook is still strong for tech, and if
anything has strengthened recently, so we have taken the
opportunity to add exposure.
We increased our exposure to Japanese equities in some of
the higher-risk funds while reducing exposure to US and
European (ex-UK) equities. We already had a favourable view
on Japanese equities on a medium-term basis, and our
conviction has increased in the short term after some recent
market weakness.
RECENT PORTFOLIO CHANGES
JAPANESE EQUITIES, ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE STOCKS

US BONDS, EUROPEAN & US EQUITIES, CASH

MARKET OUTLOOK
We believe that we have now moved from the early to the mid stage of the economic cycle. This is far quicker than a typical cycle and can
be put down to the unconventional nature of the pandemic-induced recession. However, we maintain our slightly positive medium-term
view on overall risk, while updating our subcomponent views, as set out below.
Mid-cycle is not as supportive for risk assets as early cycle, which in our view warrants a downgrade to our economic view. Nevertheless,
monetary and fiscal policy are expected to remain supportive for now and we continue to expect rapid growth over the next 12 months. We
have therefore only downgraded our economic view one notch, from positive to slightly positive.
We believe equity valuations are slightly elevated on an absolute basis, particularly in the US, but relative to bonds, equities still appear
reasonable. We also expect earnings to beat expectations over the coming months, which should be supportive. We therefore maintain
our neutral view on valuations.
When it comes to systemic risk (where we consider political and credit risk), tensions between superpowers are still present, but we do not
see as immediate a risk of tit-for-tat tariff measures between the US and China flaring as previously. Additionally, each of the three major
economic blocs (the EU, US and China) have shown impressive institutional resilience in the past year. We have therefore upgraded our
risk view from slightly negative to neutral.
We will continue to update you as our outlook evolves with the changing investment landscape.
Important notice
This is not a consumer advertisement. It is intended for professional financial advisers and should not be relied upon by
private investors or any other persons. The views expressed within this document are those of Legal & General Investment
Management Limited, who may or may not have acted upon them. Legal & General Investment Management Limited is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is the Investment Adviser to the Legal & General Mixed
Investment funds, UK authorised unit trusts. The value of investments and any income from them may fall as well as rise,
and investors may get back less than they invest. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Exchange rate
changes may cause the value of any overseas investments to rise or fall. Mixed Investment funds are sensitive to interest
rate changes. At times, especially over shorter timescales, lower risk-profiled funds may fall in value by more than higher
risk-profiled funds. An increase in medium to long-term interest rates is likely to reduce the value of an investment in these
funds. The funds invest in riskier bonds, known as sub-investment grade bonds. These bonds pay higher interest rates to
try to provide more attractive income returns. The value of property is generally a matter of valuer’s opinion rather than fact.
Details of the specific and general risks associated with the funds mentioned are contained in the Key Investor Information
document(s).Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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LGIM UK DISCLAIMER AND IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICE
The information contained in this document (the ‘Information’) has been prepared by Legal & General Investment Management
Limited, or by Legal and General Assurance (Pensions Management) Limited and/or their affiliates (‘Legal & General’, ‘we’ or ‘us’).
Such Information is the property and/or confidential information of Legal & General and may not be disclosed by you to any other
person without the prior written consent of Legal & General.
No party shall have any right of action against Legal & General in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the Information, or any
other written or oral information made available in connection with this publication. Any investment advice that we provide to you is
based solely on the limited initial information which you have provided to us. No part of this or any other document or presentation
provided by us shall be deemed to constitute ‘proper advice’ for the purposes of the Pensions Act 1995 (as amended). Any limited
initial advice given relating to professional services will be further discussed and negotiated in order to agree formal investment
guidelines which will form part of written contractual terms between the parties.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The value of an investment and any income taken from it is not guaranteed and
can go down as well as up, you may not get back the amount you originally invested.
The Information has been produced for use by a professional investor and their advisors only. It should not be distributed without
our permission.
The risks associated with each fund or investment strategy are set out in this publication, the relevant prospectus or investment
management agreement (as applicable) and these should be read and understood before making any investment decisions. A copy
of the relevant documentation can be obtained from your Client Relationship Manager.
Confidentiality and Limitations:
Unless otherwise agreed by Legal & General in writing, the Information in this document (a) is for information purposes only and we
are not soliciting any action based on it, and (b) is not a recommendation to buy or sell securities or pursue a particular investment
strategy; and (c) is not investment, legal, regulatory or tax advice. Any trading or investment decisions taken by you should be based
on your own analysis and judgment (and/or that of your professional advisors) and not in reliance on us or the Information. To the
fullest extent permitted by law, we exclude all representations, warranties, conditions, undertakings and all other terms of any kind,
implied by statute or common law, with respect to the Information including (without limitation) any representations as to the quality,
suitability, accuracy or completeness of the Information.
Any projections, estimates or forecasts included in the Information (a) shall not constitute a guarantee of future events, (b) may not
consider or reflect all possible future events or conditions relevant to you (for example, market disruption events); and (c) may be
based on assumptions or simplifications that may not be relevant to you.
The Information is provided ‘as is' and 'as available’. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Legal & General accepts no liability to
you or any other recipient of the Information for any loss, damage or cost arising from, or in connection with, any use or reliance on
the Information. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, Legal & General does not accept any liability for any indirect, special
or consequential loss howsoever caused and on any theory or liability, whether in contract or tort (including negligence) or
otherwise, even if Legal & General has been advised of the possibility of such loss.
Third Party Data:
Where this document contains third party data ('Third Party Data’), we cannot guarantee the accuracy, completeness or reliability of
such Third Party Data and accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect of such Third Party Data.
Publication, Amendments and Updates:
We are under no obligation to update or amend the Information or correct any errors in the Information following the date it was
delivered to you. Legal & General reserves the right to update this document and/or the Information at any time and without notice.
Although the Information contained in this document is believed to be correct as at the time of printing or publication, no assurance
can be given to you that this document is complete or accurate in the light of information that may become available after its
publication. The Information may not take into account any relevant events, facts or conditions that have occurred after the
publication or printing of this document.
Telephone Recording
As required under applicable laws Legal & General will record all telephone and electronic communications and conversations with
you that result or may result in the undertaking of transactions in financial instruments on your behalf. Such records will be kept for
a period of five years (or up to seven years upon request from the Financial Conduct Authority (or such successor from time to time))
and will be provided to you upon request.
Legal & General Investment Management Limited. Registered in England and Wales No. 02091894. Registered Office: One
Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, No. 119272.
Legal and General Assurance (Pensions Management) Limited. Registered in England and Wales No. 01006112. Registered
Office: One Coleman Street, London, EC2R 5AA. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority, No. 202202.
The LGIM Workplace Savings division on behalf of both Legal and General Assurance Limited. Registered in England and Wales
No. 00166055. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
Prudential Regulation Authority. As well as Legal & General (Portfolio Management Services) Limited. Registered in England and
Wales No. 02457525. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, No. 146786. Registered Offices: One Coleman
Street, London, EC2R 5AA.

